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; can survive. So I am going to defer to my retina

>lleague on that issue.

E is going to depend on

DR. ROSENTHAL:

ou decide to put it at

hat level. You want to

DR. MCCULLEY:

s. We know that we are

,nd then it becomes the

1

But from an optic nerve standpoint,

individual characteristics.

I mean, I don’t care what level

mt you don’t want it to go beyond

have some fail-safe mechanism.

But I don’t think we know what it

occluding the

time, and the

central retinal artery

time typically in

:linical practice is that we absolutely do not want to go

)eyond three minutes.

DR. ROSENTHAL: So do you want to make sure that

it two and a half minutes you press the button and the thing

releases --

DR.

:ight .

DR.

:eported with

MCCULLEY: That you start bailing out, that is

HIGGINBOTHAM : What has been the longest time

this procedure? Does anyone know? I mean,

:ypically in learning curves?

DR. MCCULLEY: I don’t know, but I do know that

;here is an article publication of suggested nerve fiber

layer loss with --

DR. MACRAE: With 60-80 seconds.

DR. MCCULLEY: Well, for that one it was 40

seconds. For that paper it was timed at 40 seconds, and it
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as stated that with the device used to measure the nerve

iber layer thickness there was loss of nerve fiber layer

hickness with a 40-minute elevation of intraocular pressure

ith the device in question.

DR. PULIDO: The only experimental data available

s the Hayray data in young monkeys, and there you could go

or 90 minutes of total occlusion of the central retinal

.rtery and still get function returning. NOW, again, those

~ere monkeys and it was difficult to determine macular

:unction in those cases but those eyes by ERG were perfectly

~ine at 90 minutes. The normal person isn’t, you know, a

~oung monkey but I don’t know of any other experimental data

in that regard.

DR. MCCULLEY: What we would say here then is I

ion’t think we have an absolute number, Ralph. I think we

~ave a low number that if we are below that, about 65 mHg or

above that we need. I can tell you that with pneumatometry,

with the various devices we use, we typically get between 80

and 85 mHg as the intraocular pressure. I can tell you that

we have a bail out time

it doesn’t look like we

3 we abort. But I don’t

of 3 minutes, and if we are at 2 and

are going to make it cleanly by the

know how much data there is on that,

but it is something to be concerned about and there are

these other issues about nerve fiber layer loss, whether

that proves to be true or not. So I think you guys need to
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atch for those things and the devices need to have the

bility to be used effectively to accomplish what needs to

e accomplished in a reasonable period of time.

DR. HIGGINBOTHAM: Can I just make one final

omment ?

DR. MCCULLEY: Yes, please.

DR. HIGGINBOTHAM: Since this may be my only

opportunity –-

[Laughter]

-- since Dr.

:ertainly 80 mHg would

considering that we do

:hat level, and it has

Rosenthal asked for a number, I mean,

be as best as I could give you

see patients with angle closure with

been done clinically already with

:his procedure, and I would say no more than 2.5 to 3

ninutes because that seems to be the outside boundary of

vhat has already been done. So 80 and 2.5 to 3 minutes.

DR. MCCULLEY: That is what we are doing but we

lave had people present at the panel in the past where they

~ave stated that the pressure is being elevated to 100 or

nore. But you have all of that information. Mr. Mastel?

MR. MASTEL: I would first ask a question what is

causing the raise in intraocular pressure, to begin with. We

have to understand the physics involved. The second issue is

would you like to have definitive research that we have done

to know what the numbers actually are?
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DR. MCCULLEY: I am sure the agency would love to

ave you present that to them at your opportunity but I

.on’t think we can stop and do that now, but if

.dditional data to bring forward, by all means.

you have

If YOU could

~ummarize it in a sentence, we would love to hear the

:ummary.

MR. MASTEL: The pressure is raised by decreasing

:he scleral curvature. The scleral curvature is an issue

~hich is addressed with multiple rings. The second thing is

~ou are reaching 200 mHg and more on a routine basis.

DR. REINSTEIN: For instance, eye rubbing produces

intraocular pressure rises to 300, 400 mHg and blinking

~ctually produces intraocular pressure elevations in the

LOOS mHg as well.

DR. MACRAE: There is a paper by Steve Trochell,

#horn some of you may know, who basically measured

intraocular pressure with blinking and squeezing, and

intraocular pressure goes up to 80 with a hard squeeze. The

one thing that I want to comment on in terms of Dr.

McCulley’s comment about pressure going up to 80 with a

pneumatometer, we routinely measure with a pneumatometer and

it does go up to 80. There is variance between the

pneumatometers that we have. One will go to 80 just right

away and the other one doesn’t go to 80. So the

pneumatometers, I don’t think, were designed to go up to
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his level, first all, and I agree, I have seen a IIumber of

tudies, and talked to Dr. Ruiz a number of times about

his, and the pressures are going up much higher than

robably 80 and we are not able to measure that.

DR. MCCULLEY: I don’t want to cut off discussion

!o, Dr. Pulido?

DR. PULIDO: I would like to know -- it seems to

le once you got above systolic pressure it doesn’t matter

ihether it is 100 or 200 but Bullock has had several cases

)f eye explosions with patients who had gotten intraocular

.njections and the eyes exploded. Now, these are highly

nyopic eyes with staphylomas. What kind of intraocular

)ressure would be able to cause an ocular blowout?

DR. MCCULLEY: We don’t know. So far as I know,

:here has not yet been a report of that occurring but the

Eear, if it went sufficiently high, is that presumably it

oould happen.

would like to

DR..

I think we have made this point. I really

move forward.

REINSTEIN: Let me just say that that data is

available because explosion studies were done for RK and PRK

eyes, and the number is somewhere in the region of 1500 mHg

for explosion.

On the point of intraocular

DR. MCCULLEY: That is your

Rosenthal.

pressure --

absolute number, Dr.
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[Laughter]

Let’s please get back to the document.

DR. REINSTEIN: On this whole discussion about the

)ressure inside the eye with regards to keratome use, let’s

lot forget that it folds back onto the precision of the

Iepth, etc., etc. So it is not just an ischemic issue; it is

m issue of accuracy of performance.

DR. MCCULLEY:

in the other area. Right

Please. We have done this already

now I don’t want to keep revisiting

:hings we have already discussed. I want to move forward.

SO, is there anything else related to problems with increase

in intraocular pressure?

[No response]

The other issue

nuch a pressure issue but

is decentration, which is not so

the association of the suction

ring to the globe. I don’t know that that is a device issue.

It may be. I

DR. REINSTEIN: It can be. It is the experience

that if the suction rise is slow it can produce a

stimulation to the patient producing a bell effect. So the

eye can be displaced during the increase of pressure and

cause the immobilization to occur in the wrong position.

would be

suction.

DR. MCCULLEY: Good point. So device issue there

a slow acquisition of effective suction -- slow

Operator is appropriate centration of the suction
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ing. patient is cooperation, non-movement. WY other thing

well, there is another, the anatomy. So conjunctival

cleral anatomy and curvature. Anything else?

[No response]

The next issue is interface debris -- metal

;havings. We have dealt somewhat with that with lamellar

:eratitis for Meibomian secretions. Interface degree is

‘eally mostly the blade, is it not? It is appropriate

~aintenance of the microkeratome. But is it not blade QC?

DR. REINSTEIN: There are reported cases of oil

:rom the keratome in the interface.

DR. MACRAE: We have had a case of literally rust

~ropping from a microkeratome into the field. I thought I

lad a hemorrhage or something --

DR. MCCULLEY: You probably did when it happened.

[Laughter]

DR. MACRAE: Just a small one. So we have had

zhat, and I have heard of other cases where the device

actually lets oil or other parts of the microkeratome into

the field.

DR. MCCULLEY: so seal of motor and appropriate

maintenance of microkeratome. Is it fair to put QC of blade?

Will that cover it? QC of blade and blade reuse.

DR. MACRAE: For the record, this is actually an

area where. I think we could really do some good today in
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hat, you know, we have heard some presentations about the

amiability of blades, and there is a lot of information

hat is being gathered now but one of the things I think the

gency can help us with, particularly in this part of the

ndustry, is just

astel alluded to

ssue and I would

getting good blade quality control. Doug

this, and I think this is an important

encourage the agency to establish clear

uidelines for quality control for blades because in the

‘ield, in the real world, practitioners are using all

lifferent types of blades and I suspect -- you know, if my

Iife has Lasik surgery I want to have the smoothest

.nterface that I can possibly have and I don’t want to have

m irregular blade quality. I think that those little

irregularities in the interface to cause some glare and some

lighttime vision problems.

DR. MCCULLEY: All of these

~hat about operator? That is going to

isolated sterile field.

DR. YAROSS: And also blade

come under device.

be maintenance of an

reuse .

DR. MCCULLEY: Good point. Well, and it would be

~he microkeratome maintenance and blade reuse. For patient,

some patients spew out more Meibomian secretions than

others. Some people have scalier skin. But that really

should be dealt with by the operator. So I think we will

leave that on the operator. Anything else on interface
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lebris?

MR. IvLASTEL: How about gloves? How about whether

)eople wear gloves or not gloves?

DR. MCCULLEY: Okay, so avoidance of introduction

)f particulate matter under operator. Anything else?

[No response]

Epithelial defects under device it is really

~aintenance of device. Avoid nicking it or having deposits

m the device that dry, crust, stick.

DR. YAROSS: Well, for the device it would be the

naintainability and then the maintenance itself is the

)perator.

DR. MCCULLEY: Good point.

DR. REINSTEIN: There is anecdotal

>lade characteristics can produce epithelial

quality control.

evidence that

defects. So

DR. MCCULLEY: Same kind of thing for high quality

~lades, and potentially another cause would be reuse of

~lades as they dull, debris dries on between eyes. Anything

~lse under device?

MR. MASTEL: Dr. McCulley, surface finish of the

foot blade. We have scan electron microscopy of that that I

would be happy to forward.

DR. MCCULLEY: Say that again, I am sorry.

MR. MASTEL: Surface finish of the metal foot
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)lade on top of the epitheliums. It is a complex. It is the

=oot blade and the blade I think.

Vhat was

the foot

blade as

DR. MCCULLEY: Did Marcia’s statement get that?

your statement?

DR. YAROSS: Which one?

DR. MCCULLEY: The last one about --

DR. YAROSS: Maintainability versus maintenance.

DR. MCCULLEY: So yours would be manufacture of

plate --

DR. YAROSS: Surface quality of foot blade.

DR. MCCULLEY: Okay, so surface quality of foot

it can be maintained and so forth. I am sorry, I

can’t see your name tag.

MR. MASTELLONE: Charles Mastellone. Improper gap

between the blade and the blade is a cause of epithelial

defects. Excess of folding of the flap within the keratome

as it passes would probably cause defects too.

DR. MCCULLEY: Would that be a device issue?

MR. iMASTELLONE: Yes, if the keratome was designed

where there wasn’t proper area for the flap to be stored as

the pass is made it would fold up on itself, and you could

cause a defect.

DR. MCCULLEY: Okay, so under device it would be

blade-plate association?

MR. MASTELLONE: Yes, and the gap between the
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)lade and the plate --

DR. MCCULLEY: That is what I meant, blade-plate

~ssociation.

MR. MASTELLONE: And the other

lefects is if the keratome is too low in

one that causes

relationship to the

:uction ring you get an

)hysically shearing off

DR. MCCULLEY:

Is.

abrasion by the plate just

the epitheliums.

Put that in two

MR. MASTELLONE: Plate hitting

apithelium.

DR. MCCULLEY: So design where

or three words for

shearing off the

plate trauma is

axcessive. Operator? Appropriate loving care of the ocular

Surface pre- and intraop.

MR. MASTEL: A question on the operator. What are

che doctors doing to control the gap?

DR. MCCULLEY: Controlling what gap?

MR. MASTEL: The blade depth.

DR. MCCULLEY: Oh, blade depth? What are we doing

to control the blade depth?

MR. MASTEL: Yes.

DR. MCCULLEY: If I am, I don’t know how I am

doing it. I am not sure I understand. Do we have anything to

control that?

MR. MASTEL: I think we should.
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DR. MCCULLEY: But we don’t now, do we? So, put

device design issues --

MR. MASTEL: Come up with a methodology for

calibrating the depth of the blade.

DR. MCCTJLLEY: And that is irrespective of blade-

plate association, just blade depth.

DR. YAROSS: Isn’t that a mitigator for the issues

of the precision of the cut dimensions to begin with? I

think we come back to that under mitigators.

DR. MCCULLEY: Okay, so you hold that thought for

mitigating events when we come back to this. Anything else

under operator? It is appropriate surgical technique to

maintain health of the epitheliums with the preop and

intraoperative maneuvers. Mr. Bartell?

MR. BARTELL: One of the things I might mention

with the manual units that sometimes it does tend to cause

epithelial abrasions, particularly close to the hinge. They

make

stop

they

that

a very nice move slowly forward but once they hit the

they think, oh, and they go backwards very quickly and

don’t give that flap time enough to get back through

gap between the plate and the blade.

DR. MCCULLEY: So in manual operation pause

between reverse translation.

MR. BARTELL: The reverse translation should be

about the same speed as the forward translation, and that
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lsually will give the flap time enough to escape the area.

DR. MCCULLEY: So with manual operation consistent

;orward and

>perator?

reverse translational speed. Anything else on

[No response]

Patient? There it is mainly avoidance of anterior

nembrane dystrophies. Avoidance of anterior membrane

dystrophies and previous contact lens wearers --

DR. HIGGINBOTHAM: Or diabetics and glaucoma

?atients.

DR. MCCULLEY:

~YstemiC disease, making

Patients with underlying ocular

the epitheliums more vulnerable,

or

and

previous contact lens wear. Anything else on epithelial

~efects?

[No response]

Lid lacerations, I think we put that under

something else, didn’t we? Did we not effectively deal with

that otherwise? No? We discussed it under infection but,

yes, we fuzzed it under it.

DR. MAGUIRE: It is covered under keeping device

from contacting non-sterile surfaces.

DR. MCCULLEY: Right. So we don’t need to have

this as a separate item at this point. I need an active “no”

not a fatigues “no. “ No? Okay. So we have dealt with lid

lacerations. Have we dealt with bleeding? I think we have.
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)id that not come under corneal diameter -- under patient

characteristics.

DR. MAGUIRE: And it also came under suction.

DR. PULIDO: I disagree.

DR. MCCULLEY: It is pannus. We are talking about

Superficial vessels in

wt across the vessels

lot a big deal as long

DR. PULIDO:

the cornea.

and we have

as you know

Conceivably

When we make the cut, we

surface bleeding. It is

what you are doing.

it could have occurred --

to get into trouble is big

I agree with what you said; I

effectively with bleeding?

would suggest that you leave

decentration

you guys out

that

DR. MCCULLEY: Into the mike, Jose.

DR. PULIDO: Conceivably it could have occurred if

you started your cut too far towards the limbus.

DR. MCCULLEY: That would be the

we have dealt with, yes. I need opinion --

there too. I really can’t keep up with everything; I need

help. Have we dealt effectively with bleeding or does that

need to be yet another issue here? Mr. Mastel?

MR. MASTEL: Just having been developing a

microkeratome for four years, hyperopic eyes are normally

small and hyperopic ablations are like big flaps. So it

seems to me where we are going

flaps on small eyes.

DR. MCCULLEY: True .

still need help. Have we dealt

DR. HIGGINBOTHAM: I
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it as a category and just go ahead an put under patient,

?atient characteristics and that would include everything,

just to eliminate the fact that it is not the device, etc.

DR. MCCULLEY: You are right. Well, the issue with

device would be ability to adjust flap size to avoid

vessels.

DR. YAROSS: That is mitigation.

DR. HIGGINBOTHAM: Yes, that is a mitigation.

DR. MCCULLEY: It is a mitigation. Keep that

thought; that is your

actually that we have

operator, it is going

job. Operator -- many of these things

here we could move to mitigation. The

to be decentration or inappropriate

selection of flap size. You could put that in mitigation. We

actually probably could take everything under causes out and

put it under mitigation, just about.

Then patient, it is going to be small corneas --

DR. PULIDO: Jose Pulido, retina surgeon

extraordinaire! What about things like antiplatelet factors,

coumadin?

DR. MCCULLEY: Well, that is subconjunctival

hemorrhages that we do see. So we have bleeding. The

bleeding we have been talking about has been corneal and

that would be under patient characteristics. We have not

talked about subconjunctival hemorrhages because they are a

nuisance to date and not a major problem, and relate to the
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uction ring.

Now , we have gone down this and I think we have

illed in everything as best we can. I honestly hope that

hen we get to mitigating factors we have, in effect, really

.ealt with a lot of them but we need to go through that

,rocess. I am not sure -- I need to ask you guys at the

able whether you can print out the second half for us while

‘OU are scribing

1s the printout.

or whether you need a short break to give

DR. ROSENTHAL: We have to break.

DR. MCCULLEY: Okay, we have to break.

DR. ROSENTHAL: We have to give it to both you and

:he public so we need to break.

DR. MCCULLEY: How long will it take you? I would

:emind everyone that it is

(OU to printout for us the

MR. HOANG: Just

3:15. So how long will it take

second half?

the second page while you are

3oing through the first page?

DR. ivICCULLEY: We are going to take a break so you

uan print the second half out and then we will go back and

start at the top, so you can scribe while we are doing the

litigations . So how long do you need to printout the second

half?

MS. HOANG: About ten minutes.

DR. MCCULLEY: All right, a ten-minute break.
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[Brief recess]

Session III: Steps to Mitigate Problems

DR. MCCULLEY: We have two more tasks ahead of us

3:40, and we are going to start losing people. So

ask, please, succinct, to the point, no editorialization,

o repetition, and everyone try to watch that when we do

ake a point that it effectively gets translated to the

creen.

We have to go through mitigation and then we have

o go through and rank order, the panel will rank order. We

~ill go through mitigation with everyone. We will go through

-ank order with just the panel.

so let’s go back to the top, imprecise diameter or

:lap hinge, e.g., free cap, short flap. We have listed the

:auses. In situations where we have really covered the cause

:hat would lead to the mitigation, I can’t keep up with

ioing it. If somebody would kind of flip-flop it around to,

{ou know, okay, we have covered that and move it over there?

so, let’s help with that, and we will invite audience

participation in that as well.

so, imprecise diameter of flap hinge -- how to

nitigate that.

DR. YAROSS: I think primary mitigators here are

good manufacturing practices, that they have to do with the

day-to-day realization of the specifications and the
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olerances.

DR. MCCULLEY: That would come under device. But

ould ‘it be reasonable to say that for device mitigation GMP

ould cover it?

DR. YAROSS: Well, QSR also with good design

ractices, quality systems regulation now calls for design

ontrols for the more sophisticated of these devices.

nything that includes computer software is under design

ontrols, which then does call for doing this type of a risk

,nalysis, identifying the hazards, identifying the causes

md the mitigators. So that, in effect, addresses a great

\any of these items that are at the device level.

DR. MCCULLEY:

:he edge of your chair.

Mr.

Did

MR. SACHAROFF: I

Sacharoff, you are leaning on

you want to say something?

don’t want to say anything on

:hat very strong point but I would say that combined device

md patient, if I can do that, patients aren’t under QSR.

rheir eyes are unique to them; they are based upon their own

lature itself. The ability of one microkeratome and another

co be able to inform you

LO better control, given

have an identical shape,

DR. MCCULLEY:

GMP and what was --

as to the applanation size can lead

~hat you can’t force the eye to

one to the next.

Okay. Thank you. So, under device

DR. YAROSS: QSR .
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DR. MCCULLEY: QSR. What else needs to be added

rider device mitigation to those two? Anything?

DR. REINSTEIN: Something that is not present with

11 of the current keratomes is a device for determining

lhat the flap diameter will be before passing the keratome,

,.e .1 the applanation lens. It has disappeared from one or

.WO keratomes.

DR. MCCULLEY: So applanation lens use. Anything

:lse? Dr. Stulting?

DR. STULTING: Performance specifications --

Llthough we can’t specify patient anatomy we can get

performance specifications so we know how the device will

]erform on a variety of anatomies. Then, lastly, device

Iesign so that there is a way to make a device perform in

iifferent anatomies in different situations.

DR. MCCULLEY: Doyle, under your

:here some -- how can that be -- you know,

iesign, etc., are there two or three words

tiithdesign flexibility? What would be the

~escriptors?

device design, is

your device

that can be used

appropriate

DR. STULTING: Well, let’s talk about some

:oncrete examples. You put --

DR. MCCULLEY: I know what you are getting at. I

am trying to get words to cover it.

DR. STULTING: Oh. We are talking about diameter
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of a flap and you need to know how the device will perform

based on the patient’s measurements, and you have to have a

way to adjust to the patient’s measurement or exclude that

patient --

DR. MCCULLEY: Design customization ability.

DR. MAGUIRE: Design customized to anatomy.

DR. STULTING: There you go.

DR. PULIDO: How about topographic flexibility?

DR. MCCULLEY: We got it. Anything else under

device mitigating this issue?

[No response]

So, we have GMP, QSR, applanation lens use and

performance specifications, design customization to patient

anatomy.

DR. MAGUIRE: Reliability of intraocular pressure.

DR. ROSENTHAL: Mr. Chairman, are you recommending

clinical data? Do you think clinical data is necessary?

DR. MCCULLEY: Well, I guess if the design

customization is accomplished there would have to be

clinical data to support it.

DR. YAROSS: I think if you can specify what you

are looking for, what the range of anatomy is, it should be

possible to identify in the laboratory if a certain device

can accommodate those dimensions. So, I think we need to be

careful in terms of this aspect here. First, what are the
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haracteristics of the device that we need, and then can you

,etermine those characteristics.

DR. MCCULLEY: And a surrogate potentially to the

~uman situation could be devised. Mr. Sacharoff?

MR. SACHAROFF: In a nutshell, I think you either

:an control or you adapt. The device would have to do one or

:he other. If it can’t control, then it has to adapt and has

:0 be adaptable. It doesn’t mean

;linical data; it just means you

you have to collect

have to have clinical

~daptability for any given circumstance you may encounter.

DR. MCCULLEY: But you would have to have some

nechanism of demonstrating that, indeed, you accomplish what

~ou theoretically wanted to accomplish, and that could be

ione potentially with a surrogate. Shirley?

MS. MCGARVEY: In all of the operator-related

situations, certainly training by the manufacturer is one of

:he mitigating factors that can be implemented. And, some of

this has been done by keratome manufacturers with respect to

their willingness to ship blades to people who are not

certified in their course. So, if they restrict access in

this way -- it has not been well received in the

marketplace, but certainly manufacturers have tried to have

an impact and tried to mitigate in this way, any lack of

training, lack of understanding of their product line. So,

as we look at mitigations, the degree to which a
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mufacturer should be able to restrict access should be

>nsidered.

With respect to the question on whether or not

linical data is needed, that is another issue of where does

he liability for taking information to the labeling lie.

here is no information in any microkeratome on

omplications or adverse reactions associated with this

roduct . The laser manufacturers are the ones who have to

ake the hit in their labeling with respect to the problems

ssociated with this product, and it just seems to me that

hat is fundamentally wrong.

DR. MCCULLEY: Okay. Related to your first point,

would propose working assurance of adequate manufacturer

raining.

Relative to operator, that would relate to the

)perator. The last point covers not only the design but also

:he operator.

The flat Ks, mitigating relates to ability to

~djust the microkeratome with its suction ring to

~ccommodate to the individual patient cornea. My other

litigating factors on the first point?

[No response]

The second point is poor precision and

reproducibility, mean (desired versus achieved) , standard

deviation, range, maximal thick, thin, donut, free, AC
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number of causes. Some of

-- assurance of maintenance

]f adequate suction and the ability -- well, let’s do device

~irst . So, maintenance of adequate suction. We can put

>robably everything related in one. So, see above, and add

:0 it. What do we want to add to it?

DR. REINSTEIN: It is known that no matter how

well the tolerances of the instruments are met for each

~Pecific keratome, the inter-keratome variation will exist.

I would like to see -- and this is really a serious point

Eor the record -- perhaps a suggestion that keratomes be

sold with a unique descriptor certificate of the performance

of that keratome because

DR. MCCULLEY:

heard the term or phrase

of the variation between them.

Somewhere in the discussions I

used before that sounded really

good but I didn’t hear it in what you just said, and I don’t

remember what it was. Can you come up with it? To put into a

short phrase, it was --

DR. MACRAE: Fingerprinting --

DR. MCCULLEY: Yes, but there was a term used

today.

DR. REINSTEIN: Certificate?

DR. MCCULLEY: No, it wasn’t certificate. No, no,

no.

DR. YAROSS: Inter, intra.
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DR. MCCULLEY: It wasn’t inter, intra. It was

omething that related to that, that each instrument would

ave provided with it its performance standards.

DR. REINSTEIN: Correct, and those performance

tandards would be described by the mean standard deviation

,nd range using the elements that come with that keratome.

n the case of keratomes that have several rings, they would

lave to be tabulated so that you could look up -- as a user

‘OU could look up a way of predictably performing a

:eratectomy.

DR. MCCULLEY: Just so we are clear and that we

tre understanding one another, that is each microkeratome

:hat is delivered is delivered with its performance

;tandards.

DR. REINSTEIN: Unless it can be demonstrated that

:hey are all very close to each other. I mean, it is a point

>f long-term safety that is very important.

DR. YAROSS: Dr. McCulley, from a practical

standpoint, to get the type of statistics you are talking

about on each device we would essentially be selling used

ievices in the sense that to get the mean, standard

ieviation with every possible -- for some of the complex

nachines, with the different combinations, you are talking

about potentially tens to hundreds of measurements per

device when really the endpoint is predictability. And I
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doable for manufacturers

and then have their

:uality system

pacifications

je more useful

ensure the day-to-day realization of those

than to -- and I would think that that would

to the clinician than to say, okay, we are

loing to accept that there is wide variability and we will

ust tell you what yours is.

DR. MCCULLEY: Marcia, can you give us

:or that? Can you state how you think this ought

~orded?

a guideline

to be

DR. YAROSS: Appropriate specifications and

~ffective quality systems.

DR. REINSTEIN: I

what I suggested is ominous

~ith an event that is going

rith an event, called Lasik

nillions of eyes. Therefore

see your point, and I agree that

. However, we are not dealing

to be sporadic. We are dealing

1 which is going to run into the

/ the small complication rates

tihich are being experienced, for example, now when only

lundreds of thousands of eyes are being done, will multiply.

1 agree with what you are saying and I think that the

compromise is probably going to be reached in terms of the

Labeling

keratome

least to

of the performance of the keratome so that the

will be sold with a promise that it will perform at

the standard.

That is something which will involve a lot of
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.ndustry ratification of what they are producing because

~ithout that we have a situation, as we do now, where the

Ceratome is

~tromal bed

=or surgery

ire in now.

being used as an access instrument to the

when, in fact, it was designed to produce a cap

on the cap. It is a different situation that we

Lasik is a different situation, and I don’t know

IOW we can get out

:hese keratomes by

~e tested in human

of this because even Barraquer, who made

hand, said each and every keratome must

eyes to know what it does, and he had

=olerances which are way beyond what we heard this morning.

1 don’t know the answer to this.

DR. MCCULLEY: The answer is somewhere between the

ideal and the practical, and I am not sure how to state it.

!4a’am?

MS. GOVINGUENE: Yes, I am Anne Govinguene. I

wanted to add that it is difficult for a manufacturer to

guarantee, for example, when it depends, as you said, on

many parameters that could be the speed of translation and

the patient characteristics. So, it is very difficult for us

to say, you know, you are going to get this and this. It is

easier to say this is the difference between this part of

the head and this part of the head.

DR. MCCULLEY: I suspect we could keep going on

for ever on this point and not arrive at anything

definitive . If there is a point of information that can help
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:he FDA decide -- our role here is to advise, and this is

~oing to be one of those situations, I am afraid, where we

ire going to need to give your our best input. You are then

?oing to do the best you can with it and it will come back

:0 us when you are doing your guidance document and we will

lave another shot at it. A lot of this relates to your

mgineers and your engineering. Scott?

DR. MACRAE: I am not a quality expert but I think

~hat the manufacturers could take, let’s say, five systems

m.d test them and

5Ystems is using,

system --

see what the variability between the

as Doug Mastel suggested, a silicone type

MR. MASTEL: A standard --

DR. MACRAE: A standard system or you could use a

standard pig eye that had a certain curvature, and do enough

~f those tests to show that the microkeratomes would perform

within a relative range, and periodically test that, by the

manufacturer, in their system. I agree, I think it is

absolutely critical that, you know, I get the same type of

microkeratome in Portland, Oregon as Dr. McCulley gets in

Dallas, Texas and that it has almost the same

characteristics . And, I think that the industry can do that.

It is not going to be quite as precise as we want it to be

but, with time, I suspect it will get even better than we

anticipate .
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this, that you deve 1Op wha .t you are going to do with the

guidel ine t hat take si .nto reasonabl .e bal ante between the

ideal and the pract ical Do YOU need any further i.nput f‘rem

us on this point?

DR. ROSENTHAL I think we unclerstand the gol.deSt

of all gold standard .s and what is a pract ical sol ut i,on. I

think the sense is there has to be some way of ens uring that

there is some standa .rdizati.on and that one can feel that

when it is used some sort of predictability and

reproducibility, bot hi .ntra and int er, is there This

n
happens in all types of devices This isn t the first devi ce

that has come along in which one requ i.res cert ain standard .s

DR. MCCULLEY I think from where we have come

with this, ess ent.ially we wou.ld say “see above” that relates

to devi.ceI operat .or patient. Is there rea.sonable agreement

on tha t point r and we will let Dan put another two cent s

worth in. Dan two cents worth.
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to spend on the labeling issue, which t ha t at the moment

dif ferent compan ies are labe ling the kerat .ome d.epth

different ly . There is a keratome which is 1abel ed --

DR MCCULLEY Dan I please I make your point but we---

don’t really have time for --
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:ompanies are saying the 160 keratome
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the point is that some

cuts 160 when, in

:act, it cuts a lot less with a standard deviation. That

leans that few eyes will go over 160.

DR. MCCULLEY: Okay.

DR. REINSTEIN: Whereas some companies say it is

L60 and that is the mean, therefore, 50 percent will be

:hicker than 160.

DR. MCCULLEY: Okay.

DR. REINSTEIN: So we have to --

DR. MCCULLEY: Tha~ is your labeling point. That

is one penny. Is the second penny spent there too? Mr.

~astel?

MR. MASTEL: My grandfather was a carpenter for

nany years and he had a phrase which was “I but it three

times and it was still too short.” I think that we need to

neasure the gap.

DR. MCCULLEY: Okay. Dr. Maguire?

DR. MAGUIRE: One point before we leave this has

to do with corneal perforation. I strongly believe that one

mitigator is that the design should be made so that even

with misuse you cannot perforate an eye.

DR. MCCULLEY: We request idiot perfect.

DR. MAGUIRE: That is an extremely serious,

potentially blinding complication.
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DR. MCCULLEY: Okay. The next point is quality of

bed and perimeter, chatter lines, scoring, steps, jagged

perimeter, entry wound, edge, tearing and entry angle. Are

there specifics that we would need to add to the principles

that were previously stated for number one and two? Dr.

Pulido?

DR. PULIDO: Dr. McCulley, regarding the “idiot

proofing, “ I don’t think that we should make it such that it

is not possible because with biology there is never 100

percent and we can’t just put it onto the company’s

shoulders to try and make a machine that doesn’t allow

something like that to happen.

DR. MCCULLEY: Yes, the reality of the situation

is that what led to it was that we had a plate we had to put

in or could put in that could be put at various depth

plates, and I think what Leo is saying is that we need set

heads that we don’t have to assemble. Yes, the idiot will

find a way around it. So. But the majority will not.

Quality of bed, perimeter, chatter -- that seems

again to come under the same kinds of heading as the first

two , and the mitigating events or circumstances related to

the device, patient and surgeon would be the same. Doyle?

DR. STULTING: I would like to add one issue here.

This is clearly a blade quality issue, or at least part of

it is a blade quality issue and I think we should go back to
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:he things that were raised earlier about substitute blades

]r generic blades or blades added to the system. It would be

~y opinion that if we are going to ask a manufacturer to

~enerate a device the device includes the blade, and if a

substitute blade is used that you

iata for the blade in that device

substitute, with the guarantee to

~ork. I think

DR.

have to have performance

before it is marketed as a

users that it is going to

.-+that is very importall~.

MCCULLEY: Sounds reasonable to me. Does that

Eit with reality with the FDA?

DR. ROSENTHAL: Yes, it does.

DR. MCCULLEY: Doyle, can you put that in a few

#orals for us?

DR. STULTING: I would just say the blade is to be

considered part of the device.

DR. MCCULLEY: But that doesn’t then effectively

address the generic blades.

DR. ROSENTHAL: I would think that the generic

blades have to meet the specifications of the device blades.

DR.

DR.

DR.

MCCULLEY: Okay.

MACRAE : The performance standards.

ROSENTHAL: The original manufacturer

specifications .

DR. MAGUIRE: And you are going to figure out how

to do that based on what you discussed in the first row up
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number two, poor precision,

standard deviation.

DR. MCCULLEY: Dr. Pulido?

DR. PULIDO: So theoretically you could have a

[eneric blade that, if it met certain characteristics on a

~icrokeratome machine, could then be used interchangeably

~ith the company’s blades. Is that what you are saying?

DR. MCCULLEY: Yes. I think that is what is being

:aid, but it would have to demonstrate the standard.

Epithelial ingrowth. The way we worded these

~ctually was clean cut, appropriate bevel, no epithelial

iefects, that is the mitigating. We have often, in these

:ausative issues, stated the mitigating as well. I think we

will leave it to you guys to work out which column you move

:hem into and out of. Are there any other thoughts related

:0 this in the mitigation of epithelial defects that are not

~lready stated in the causes or implied very directly in the

:auses? Dr. Pulido?

DR. PULIDO: Dr. McCulley, I still have a problem

tiith the generic situation because they could meet the same

Tolerances; there could be the same lab tolerances, but when

it comes out, then in practice there could be a difference

in the quality of the bed, etc., and you wouldn’t have known

that until after the fact.

DR. MCCULLEY: Can I ask you to bring that back up
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gain when we are between topics rather than in the middle?

DR. PULIDO: Yes, sir.

DR. MCCULLEY: Epithelial defects. Anything else

o be added here? Doyle, you started to say something. Was

t dealt with?

DR. STULTING: I was going to say smooth surfaces,

tc., etc., but I was also going to bring up another issue,

.nd that is that on many of these topics, like epithelial

lefectsr I don’t see how you can learn the performance of

he device unless it is done on a living human because I

mow of no adequate model that would tell you whether or not

~OU would knock the epitheliums off. It has to do with too

~any things. If that is the case, then what we are moving

:oward is that there needs to be some human data somewhere.

[ don’t want to see approval of the devices slowed down but,

~t the same time, when I am looking at a microkeratome I

tiould like the manufacturer to give me the data in the

Labeling showing the performance of the device in a human.

DR. MCCULLEY: That is a sticky wicket. How do we

ieal with that? Mr. Mastel?

MR. MASTEL: We have done 80 eyes, and they could

all be done histologically because Dr. Bizzard did them on

corneal transplant patients and then went on to do the

graft . That is how we have approached the clinical setting,

and we would have ruined some corneas had we not done that.
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DR. SUGAR: But the measurements you would get

ould not be comparable to those done on a normal cornea if

ou are doing it on a keratoconus cornea or edematous

ornea. I don’t know regulatorily, for a 510(k) do you get

n IDE first? So, if you have an IDE you can ask for data on

number.

DR. ROSENTHAL: If clinical data is required by

he agency, then it has to be done under an IDE. Some

10(k)s do require clinical data.

DR. SUGAR: So then it would be appropriate for

here to be a pre-approval acquisition of data on a limited

lumber of patients establishing that you can set up a

meumogram for this system that shows that it is either

:omparable or, if it is a new system -- not a new blade,

:hat you have reproducibility. And, that can only, I think,

je acquired on a living eye.

DR. ROSENTHAL: That is why I brought up the issue

]f clinical data before. It is just being addressed again.

[f this panel feels that clinical data is required, that is

:he recommendation they might make. Of course, the guidance

iocument would reflect lots of considerations including that

advice, but not necessarily only that advice.

DR. MCCULLEY: I think we are off of epithelial

3efects right now. But --

DR. SUGAR: It is more global.
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DR. MCCULLEY: I agree. This was brought up

}efore. I don’t know that we dealt with it effectively

s the sense of the group, and keep in mind that the

Ludience is still invited to participate? What is the

185

What

)pinion as to whether clinical data on microkeratomes that

Lre coming to the FDA, whether or not there should be the

requirement for clinical data? Yes or no? Marcia?

DR. YAROSS: I think both the clinical and the

:egulatory issue is what is the indication for the device

>ecause under the situation that we have with these devices,

~f the indication is the same as the predicate devices, then

:he regulatory burden, as well as the clinical burden or the

scientific burden, is to show that the product is equivalent

:0 the predicate device. None of the devices out there yet

las labeling regarding the Lasik procedure and that is where

tiekeep getting kind of tied up in knots here. If someone

comes in for a new microkeratome for the current

indications, then I think the type of data need to be

equivalent to what they have been before. If someone wants

to come in for a new indication, then I think one discusses

what is necessary to show that indication.

DR. ’MCCULLEY : We are getting into some

significant regulatory issues here that are going to get

increasingly muddy. So, I would like for you to direct us to

move on.
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DR. ROSENTHAL: Yes, please move on. They are

omplicated. They are issues that have to be discussed at

he highest level of the organization, and I think it is

nappropriate for us to have any further discussion.

DR. MCCULLEY: Keep in mind we got into that based

)n your question of whether there should be clinical data.

[Laughter]

Epithelial ingrowth. That is where we were before.

:s there anything that needs to be added to the information

:hat is on this page? Mitigating events, any that cannot be

:xtracted from what we have said under causes?

DR. YAROSS: Dr. McCulley, just in terms of the

>atient issues, patient education because we have some

issues here on patient compliance that we have not yet

~ddressed.

DR. MCCULLEY: Okay, point well taken. I would

~ave said that it is understood that we have to educate the

?atient on compliance but okay.

Flap dislocation, slippage, misalignment,

minkles, microfolds, cracks, irregular astigmatism. Again,

I think we have covered everything there. That would include

the machine, patient, patient education and so forth.

Infection --

DR. ROSENTHAL: I think operator education as

well . I heard that from the back of the room and, I mean,
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ust underlying all of this is operator education.

DR. MCCULLEY: Yes, right, and I think that that

Leeds to be -- I mean, we kind of

Ldequate manufacturer training of

half covered

operator and

that with

I don’t know

~here the burden is going to

?hat needs to be a recurring

Infection. We have

fit on that, but a good point.

sentiment throughout.

lid laceration under infection.

[ don’t think we want lid laceration parenthetically under

Lnfection

md clean

issue but

>f stated

there. That related to other anatomical issues,

runway, but it did come up as a possible infection

let’s take it out from there.

Mitigating circumstances -- I think we have kind

them indirectly. Dr. Pulido?

DR. PULIDO: Not using the blade bilaterally.

DR, MCCULLEY: The issue there was not reusing the

~lade. That gets into --

DR. PULIDO: That is mitigation.

DR. MCCULLEY: That not everybody will agree with,

unfortunately. You and I might.

DR. SUGAR: We discussed really that that is a

practice of medicine issue. We can’t, I think, add to this.

DR. PULIDO: I

when I do a vitrectomy I

second patient, not even

DR. MCCULLEY:

disagree because, for instance,

can’t reuse my microvette in a

a second eye.

This is a tough philosophical issue
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hat gets into the practice of medicine, similar to some of

he other things that we talked about. I think we could keep

oing around on it forever, and it relates as well to some

‘DA policy. I think for today’s purposes we need to maybe

cave it alone, maybe

DR. SUGAR:

;hould be constructed

where it is, for the moment.

And another issue, that the device

in such a way that it can be

Adequately cleaned and disinfected.

DR. MCCULLEY: Okay. Interrupted movement, partial

:laps . I think we have implied the mitigating circumstances

mder our enumeration of causes.

Lamellar keratitis.

DR. STULTING: Are we assuming that you would take

:hings from the device column and translate them

nitigated when they are

DR. MCCULLEY:

DR. STULTING:

obvious?

That is my assumption.

Okay. So it says device

~ecause of minor obstructions -- that would mean

to

not stopped

that it

~ould be sufficiently powered to overcome a minor

~bstruction. Right? Okay.

DR. MCCULLEY: Interrupted movement, partial flap.

That is what we just did, isn’t it? Lamellar keratitis. Is

there anything that needs to be added to our list of causes

that would need to come into the mitigation column?

DR. MAGUIRE: Is this a place to insert the
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ossible use

DR.

of Dr. Kessler’s group for --

MCCULLEY: For postmarked surveillance.

DR. MAGUIRE: For postmarked surveillance for

:lusters of complications.

DR. MCCULLEY: I don’t know that it would need to

[o in this table but I think that avenue being available to

ts and our awareness of it, and the FDA’s awareness of it,

Leeds to be stated but it probably doesn’t need to go into

:his document.

DR. REINSTEIN: In the three causes it doesn’t

~ention sterilization procedure, and the latest evidence, as

te mentioned earlier, for probably cases of lamellar

Ceratitis is to do with biotoxins and endotoxins. There is

>ne study that is unpublished that I know of that showed

=hat a specific sterilization protocol reduced the

incidence .

DR. MCCULLEY: Those thoughts were introduced

~efore under cause, and we tried to get it, which was

Squipment maintenance, operator maintenance and isolation of

sterile field. I mean, when they look at the transcript and

they look at the words here, that is there.

DR. REINSTEIN: Right . Perhaps what Dr. Sugar

suggested, which was to

sterilizable and access

DR. MCCULLEY:

MILLER

make sure that the device is easily

to the inside of it is such.

Okay, add that. It is not just the
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device is being sterilized in. That

relative to appropriate maintenance

Next is suction, consistency of, loss of

maintenance of. That has been discussed otherwise.

Ocular ischemia. I think we have talked about

litigating events, elevated intraocular pressure and the

luration of it, and the machine being efficient so that time

.s not stretched. Anything else under ischemia?

[No response]

Decentration of flap. IUIy other mitigating factors

;hat are not stated or implied?

DR. REINSTEIN: We discussed them but they are not

stated, and multiple suction ports and an alarm that would

JO off after X number of minutes or seconds alerting the

surgeon that the keratome has been on suction for that

~mount of time were two things that we discussed.

DR. MCCULLEY: Right . You had that job, and you

lad a job to remember something, Mr. Mastel, for a

litigating event. Have we covered it effectively? And Marcia

~ad one to remember. You don’t remember what you are

supposed to remember?

MR. MASTEL: I am sorry, I am zoned out.

DR. MCCULLEY: Okay. Decentration of flap.

DR. REINSTEIN: That was to do with having an
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~dequate increased suction time, and not too slow.

DR. MCCULLEY: Adequate rate of accomplishment

suction.

MR. MASTEL: Excuse me, could we quantify that

~omehow?

DR. MCCULLEY: No, let’s not. We have adequate

191

of

and

tiewill leave adequate for you and the engineers. Anything

~lse? I did see a hand. Yes, Mr. Bartell?

MR. BARTELL: As relates to suction, something I

chink you should consider is -- you seem to be talking about

che intraocular pressure that results when you get the

suction ring on. I think you should also request from the

manufacturer what is the IOP during the cut because as the

?late applanates the eye, I think it may be reaching the 300

and 400 levels that Mr. Mastel mentioned, whereas, when you

are measuring it just with a vacuum ring you are looking at

80-100, and there is ischemia and all these factors.

DR. MCCULLEY: That sounds very good but how are

we going to accomplish that? I don’t have roam for my

tonometer there when I have my keratome in there.

MR. BARTEiJL: I think that is a manufacturer’s

responsibility probably to give us some kind of an idea.

DR. MCCULLEY: Okay. Mr. Mastel?

MR. MASTEL: Dr. McCulley, the Germans

corroborated evidence. We did a 0.25 mm accuracy transducer
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that we placed in the whole globes and that is how we

calibrated our tonometers. We put them on at 16 mm, very

carefully controlling that they went to 180-200 before the

microkeratome pass. That was only one microkeratome though.

So I don’t know what the others do.

DR. MCCULLEY: What eyes were these?

MR. MASTEL: Human globes.

DR. MCCULLEY: Live or cadaver?

MR. MASTEL: Cadaver. You have to put it into the

chamber.

DR. MCCULLEY: So that comes down to a

manufacturing request. Interface debris, metal shavings.

Anything in mitigating factors that we have not stated or

implied in causative events? I don’t think so.

Epithelial defects. Ditto to what I just said.

Bleeding. Ditto. Ditto head movements.

That I think completes our task for this portion.

I do want to give brief opportunity if anyone thinks there

is a significant oversight chat we have; not restating what

has already been stated before. Dr. Stulting?

DR. STULTING: I don’t know whether this is a

restatement or not. I am speaking on behalf of what I

consider to be my constituency of this meeting, and that is

consumer ophthalmologists. Right now microkeratomes are

manufactured and they are approved and they are sold, and
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sort of after they are sold, in the back room in an informal

discussion you figure out how thick a flap they make, how

nuch variance they have, and what their complications are.

l?hat is not good. I think we need to put in place a system

chat will prevent that and give clinicians access to

~linical information without doing it on their own in an

informal way. And, I am not sure that this discussion has

~ccomplished that. We have gone and enumerated some fairly

obvious things that need to be taken into account when these

things are manufactured, but I am not convinced that what we

have done here today has led the FDA to a point where we can

get that information efficiently, putting the fewest number

af patients at risk

ophthalmologists to

of design problems.

and causing

make errors

DR. MCCULLEY: What I

the fewest number of

with microkeratomes because

hear you saying relates back

to the question that Dr. Rosenthal posed before, that we

went astray on, but I hear you saying that you would call

for a reasonable but not excessive amount of clinical data

to be provided along with the request for FDA approval.

DR. STULTING: Frankly, yes. I think that is the

prudent way to behave and it is in the best interests of

ophthalmologists and patients.

DR. MCCULLEY: What I do not want to do now -- I

think you have stated it well. I don’t think it is necessary
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or each of us to editorialize whether we agree or disagree,

jut I think it would be worthwhile for us to indicate

~hether we are in agreement with Dr. Stulting’s statement.

[Panel members indicate agreement]

I think it is a unanimous yes, that we would like

;O see what he said.

my other statements or comments where you feel

;trongly we have not adequately covered the issue?

Rank Ordering of Identified Problems

Seeing none, the panel

:old that we want to ensure that

:here will be an opportunity for

will now do ranking. I am

the audience is aware that

open public comment, after

ue do the ranking, on issues that you feel the need to

:omment on, with time limitations being in place. So, no

Filibusters.

DR. ROSENTHAL: I would like you to rank them, not

in actual order of priority but, very simply, as high,

nedium or low, if you would, please.

DR. MCCULLEY: All right.

DR. ROSENTHAL: Taking everything into

consideration, high, medium, low.

DR. MCCULLEY: The open public hearing period is

now closed. We will not rank order, we will indicate our

severity scale as low, medium, high. But also there is

severity and there is frequency, just to muddy the water,
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hat weighs into it. So, how would you like for us to deal

~ith that?

DR. ROSENTHAL: Maybe you could do high, medium,

.OW for seriousness and then high, medium, low for

;requency, and we will put together some formula.

DR. MCCULLEY: Okay. We will do a seriousness

score and a frequency score in that order.

DR. SUGAR: Can I ask Ralph why we are doing this?

DR. MCCULLEY: Don’t ask; let’s just do it!

DR. SUGAR: I would just ask you, Ralph, why we

are doing this because I think it is pretty obvious from the

discussion that has already taken place.

DR. ROSENTHAL: You are doing it because I would

like to have some sense of what really is of crucial

importance and what is just of academic interest because

this panel can be very academic

but --

DR. MCCULLEY: We are

sometimes, and very erudite,

always erudite!

DR. ROSENTHAL: -- but I want to be sure that it

is of significant clinical importance.

MS. HOANG: Initially it was our plan, because we

did not know how much time we would have to discuss the

outline, which now we are not planning to discuss at all --

we were hoping that by ranking it you can, depending on the

time allotment, discuss just the top five, or whatever, but
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f you feel as though everything here is important and you

~ould prefer not to rank it, then please let us know.

DR. MCCULLEY: Can I ask if we do this, Ralph,

hat we indicate whether we think this is important or not,

.mportant or minor?

DR. ROSENTHAL: Yes.

DR. PULIDO: Excuse me, ‘a point of clarification

:0 Dr. Rosenthal, when it comes to asking to asking for new

:linical data for the keratomes would the ones that are

~lready out there have been grandfathered in so we would not

~e asking for any clinical data for those. So we would be

raising a new bar for the ones that have not been

3randfathered in.

DR. ROSENTHAL: Dr Pulido, this is a very complex

regulatory issue and I really cannot give you any answer to

that now. It will have to be discussed at the highest levels

of the organization.

DR. MCCULLEY: The only insight I would have for

that may not be an appropriate insight, and I would just say

remember Dr. Kessler’s presentation this morning. That may

not be apropos.

DR. PULIDO: In that case, when you asked for our

opinions, I would say the bars should be the same for all

the keratomes.

DR. MCCULLEY: I do not want to read these. Number
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me, the precision -- all we are going to do is say this is

mportant or this is for consideration. We are not going to

lay unimportant but important.

)recision

Another precision item, number two, is important.

PANEL MEMBER: Very important.

DR. MCCULLEY: Number three, quality of bed, a

item, is important.

Epithelial ingrowth is an issue that is important.

?lease , some of you, identify yourself.

DR. REINSTEIN: Important.

DR. MCCULLEY: Okay. If there is disagreement -- I

mow none of you is shy -- I want you to jump in. I am going

:0 take silence as concurrence.

Flap dislocation, etc., is --

PANEL MEMBER: Important.

PANEL MEMBER: I would say that for the

manufacturers this is a surgical issue.

DR. MCCULLEY: We are not making subcategorical

judgments. Is this an important consideration or not? The

consensus is important. Patients don’t do too well if their

flap is not in place.

Infection is an issue that is --

PANEL MEMBER: Important.

DR. MCCULLEY: Partial flaps is an issue --

DR. REINSTEIN: Well, it depends on whether it
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ffects patient outcome. And, we all only from doing Lasik

hat interrupted movement and partial flaps does not affect

Iatient outcome in almost all cases.

DR. MCCULLEY:

,ssue. Not minor, but it

DR. REINSTEIN:

DR. MCCULLEY:

In general it is a less critical

is less critical.

And infections are so rare --

But if they happen they are bad. So

~e have two things we are weighing simultaneously in our

~inds, frequency and severity and infection sure as heck

;omes down as important. The partial flap, of all of the

:hings, this point would be -- we don’t like them; it is not

~ood but it is not the end of the world.

Lamellar keratitis is an issue that is --

PANEL MEMBER: Important.

DR.

~tc.r are all

DR.

DR.

DR.

are --

i)R.

MCCULLEY: The suction creation, maintenance,

issues that are --

HIGGINBOTHAM : Very important.

MACRAE : Very important.

lMCCULLEY: Interface debris are issues that

HIGGINBOTHAM : Less important.

PANEL MEMBER: Less important.

DR. MCCULLEY: Less important but somewhere

possibly -- well, yes, less important in general but still

important.
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DR. ROSENTHAL: Excuse me, Dr. McCulley, you have

important, very important, less important and for

consideration. So you, in fact, have four categories now.

DR. MCCULLEY: We do.

DR. HIGGINBOTHAM: It is extremely important.

DR. MCCULLEY: Interface debris, not as.

Epithelial defects --

PANEL MEMBER: Important.

DR. MCCULLEY: They can be very important but they

are common and most of the time or no consequence. So that

is a toughie.

DR. HIGGINBOTHAM: But it could lead to infection

and affect your outcome.

DR. MCCULLEY: Point taken. Bleeding.

PANEL MEMBER: No.

DR. HIGGINBOTHAM: Less important.

DR. MCCULLEY: Less important. You are frowning.

It is less important.

DR. ROSENTHAL: I thought maybe it would be for

consideration.

DR. MCCULLEY: Oh, for consideration. Okay.

DR. ROSENTHAL: But I am not allowed to lead the

panel so --

PANEL MEMBER: I said that.

DR. ROSENTHAL: Thank you.
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MS. THORNTON: Dr. McCulley, you have less

ritical and less important. Are they the same?

DR. MCCULLEY: Can you guys figure out that? I

hink we have given you our sentiment and I really would

ike not to beat on this anymore. I think we have let

now our thoughts on it.

Are there any other comments that the panel

,ike to make? Marcia?

you

would

DR. YAROSS: Just one comment for the panel’s

consideration regarding

: think it is important

Ievice that is not used

the recommendation on clinical data.

to

in

lot entirely clear how one

:ame out of it because the

>rocedure that is followed

:hink that is something to

note that

isolation

would use

device is

by use of

the microkeratome is a

and, therefore, it is

the clinical data that

typically used in a

another device. So, I

think about.

Just as a comparison to think about, it might be

worthwhile for the panel -- if they are not aware that

?hacoemulsification machines are probably something that is

of comparable seriousness and severity in terms of the types

of things that can go wrong, but it has been well

established that you can specify what the properties of

phaco machines would be and, therefore, measure in a

laboratory setting or in animal setting whether or not the

device does meet those specifications. So, I think it is
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~orthwhile, in development of a guidance, to look and see

~hether or not a similar type of situation exists.

DR. MCCULLEY: Thank you. Point taken. I would

.ike for us not to debate it. I understand your point and

Tour viewpoint. Does the FDA feel a

m the point that has been made and

perspective?

need for further comment

the industry

DR. ROSENTHAL: No, I don’t think we need further

discussion on that issue.

DR. MCCULLEY: Thank you. Now, we have an

opportunity for public comment. This is the closing portion

of this meeting. If there is further comment that a member

of the public would like to make relating to the proceedings

today or the issues at hand, please so indicate. Seeing

none, Dr. Rosenthal?

DR. ROSENTHAL: I would like just to make a final

comment. I would like to thank very much the individuals

from the audience who I thought made some extraordinarily

fine comments, and who complemented the panel in providing

us with an outstanding overview of the issues on

microkeratomes . I very much appreciate them coming and I

very much appreciate their input, as I do the

DR. MCCULLEY: Thank you. lmy other

you have any further administrative issues?

MS. THORNTON: I would just like to
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tiill make every effort to get this chart in its final form

Jp on our web site. I am going to see if they can do that. I

~an’t guarantee it but we will have it available to be faxed

to you if you would like to have it as we, you know, finally

put it together. And, I would like to add my thanks to Dr.

Rosenthal’s. I know you all have worked very hard today and

I appreciate your perseverance and tenacity on these issues,

and we all do. And, I would like to thank Quynh and Joe for,

without them, this would not have been possible and they

have done a lot of good preliminary work on it and i know

your input has been very helpful to them.

DR. ROSENTHAL: I would like to second that

because, I mean, I take them for granted. They have done an

enormous amount of work and have become quite expert in this

area and I really appreciate the work they have done that

has allowed us to do the kind of work you have done.

DR. MCCULLEY: From my perspective, I think this

has been a very productive day, with very valuable and tough

input from any one of a number of people. So my thanks to

everyone.

Ms . THORNTON: Adding to that, this is a new

format for us. We have not done this particular kind of

thing before, and I would like to let me know what you think

of this as a working session. We would like to, hopefully,

use this in the future, and if we can get your input and
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we can do some other things like this, on

And, to thank Dr. McCulley. He has done a

[Applause]

It has been tough.

DR. MCCULLEY: Thank you all. The meeting is

~djourned.

[Whereupon, at 4:40 p.m. the proceedings were

~djournedl

---
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